Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  L-01

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L01

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 24
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L02

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 41
JAS L02

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS L02" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  L-03

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L03

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 25
Pattern for "JAS L03" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt L-04

Jane’s Block…

L04
Difficulty = Easy
Paper Foundation
Number of Pieces = 21

My Block…
Pattern for "JAS L04" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       L-05

Jane’s Block…                                      My Block…

L05

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 22
Pattern for "JAS L05" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       L-06

Jane’s Block…                           My Block…

L06

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 47
Pattern for "JAS L06" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

Drafted by Susan R. Gatwood, 1997 using Electric Quilt
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  L-07

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L07

Difficulty = Very Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 17
JAS L07

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for "JAS L07" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  L-08

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L08

Difficulty = Very Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 15
Pattern for "JAS L08" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt       L-09

Jane’s Block…                                   My Block…

L09

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 40

On this one, I added a few more seams, to make it easy.
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  L-10

Jane’s Block… My Block…

L10

Difficulty = Medium

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 49

I have identified this one as medium, because of the “Y” seams. But, you have done these before, so they should be easier for you now.
Pattern for "JAS L10" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt  

L11

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L11

Difficulty = Easy

Paper Foundation

Number of Pieces = 21
JAS L11

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

Pattern for “JAS L11” as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane’s Block…  My Block…

L12

Difficulty = Medium

Paper Foundation and Applique

Number of Pieces = 27

On this block the corner triangles are appliquéd on after the block is done.
Pattern for "JAS L12" as 4.500 by 4.500 (inches) block, printed from EQ7!
L12 Applique Corner Triangles

Key Block (77/100 actual size)

Drafted by Susan R. Gatewood, 1997 using Electric Quilt

©Susan R. Gatewood, 1997-Present
Jane A. Stickle, Sampler Quilt    L-13

Jane’s Block…

My Block…

L13

Difficulty = Medium

Piecing

Number of Pieces = 12